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FUND IN FOCUS: PLEXUS WEALTH BCI PROPERTY FUND  

A property fund that’s thriving in 
the weak rand environment  

By Jaco Visser

The fund invests in a portfolio of real estate companies and funds with the objective to generate a high level of income 
and secure long-term capital growth. The top nine property holdings of the fund comprised 73% of the fund at the end of 
September. The fund’s lowest monthly return since inception in June 2009 was -10.8% and the highest monthly return 
was 8.4%. The fund has returned 261% to investors since inception, compared with 247% of its benchmark.    

Fund manager insights
The fund is currently winding down some of its large holdings to make use of new 
listed property opportunities coming to the market, according to Amanda de Wet, a 
fund manager at Plexus Wealth, who oversees the fund.

“We’re actually selling down that holding,” De Wet says about the almost 15% 
exposure to Redefine, which shot up to its current level after Fountainhead was 
merged with the former (the fund’s policy does not allow it to invest more than 10% in 
an underlying share). The fund had about 5% of its value invested in Fountainhead.

“We’re quite optimistic about the growth side of Redefine,” she says. “We think 
there are a number of growth opportunities.”

At the same time the fund is looking at new entrants such as Safari Investments 
and the Stor-Age Property real estate investment trust (REIT), which published its 

prospectus ahead of a possible listing in late October. Many 
of the smaller capitalised property stocks are delivering 
yields of as much as 8% at the moment compared with 
more established property names yielding about 3%, 
according to her. “Our investors are looking for yields,” De 
Wet says. “That’s why they’re in property.”

Another investment, and large holding of the Plexus 
Wealth BCI Property Fund, is New Europe Property 
Investments (NEPI), a company focusing on developments 
in Eastern Europe.

“We bought NEPI at a price of R58 and now it’s 
sitting at R143,” she says. According to De Wet, the fund has opted for share 
disbursements rather than cash over the years, pushing up its exposure to the fund.

Benchmark: FTSE/JSE J253T  
Minimum lump sum/
subsequent investment:

R10 000 lump sum or R500/month  

Fund managers: Amanda de Wet 
Total Expense Ratio (TER): 1.18% 
Fund size: R250.6m 
Contact details: info@plexuswealth.co.za  

Why finweek would consider adding it
The fund was underperforming its benchmark for most of its existence until the 
beginning of this year, when it started delivering higher-than-benchmark returns to 
investors. It shows that the composition of the fund is right for an environment where 
the rand depreciated substantially and local economic growth stuttered on the back of 
power constraints and falling commodity prices.

The fund has a keen eye for where to find higher-yielding stocks and isn’t shy to 
give new kids on the block a chance. With a strong core portfolio, it has the luxury to 
hunt for these higher-yielding, albeit riskier, stocks.  ■
editorial@finweek.co.za  
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as at 30 September 2015: % of fund
1 Redefine Properties  14.6%
2 New Europe Property Investments  10.2%
3 Resilient Property Income Fund 8.5%
4 Capital Property Fund  8.4%
5 Hyprop Investments 7.8%
6 Rockcastle Global Real Estate Co  6.8%
7 Rebosis Property Fund  6.1%
8 Fortress Income Fund Ltd Class B 5.5%
9 Stanlib Corporate Money Market B4 5.3%
10 Vukile Property Fund  5.1%
TOTAL: 78.3%
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